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The notion that struggle can lead to success is foreign to many ... students.
Indeed, according to UCLA psychologist and Carnegie Senior Fellow James Stigler,
this lack of confidence in the value of hard work may be imbedded deep in
American culture. In the early 1990s, while researching Japanese and Chinese
education systems, Stigler and his colleagues conducted an experiment to gauge
how 1st graders in Japan and the U.S. reacted to academic challenges. Faced
with an impossible math problem designed by the researchers, the American
students “worked on it less than 30 seconds on average and then they basically
looked at us and said, ‘We haven’t had this’.” But the Japanese students worked
for the entire hour on the problem unfazed, seemingly inspired by the challenge.

From this study and subsequent research, Stigler concludes that two cultures
interpret effort and struggle differently. Students in Asian and Eastern cultures
learn that struggle is not only natural, but a chance to demonstrate that they have
what it takes to persevere through even the most daunting challenges. This “effort
model” contrasts starkly with the “ability model”—more common in the U.S.—in
which “errors may be interpreted as an indication of failure, and may imply that
the potential to learn is lacking.” Put simply, Stigler says, American students “see
struggle as an indicator that [they’re] just not very smart … . It’s a sign of low
ability—people who are smart don’t struggle, they just naturally get it, that’s our
folk theory.”

A key part of productive persistence is trying to change that folk theory and, quite
literally, change students’ minds about themselves as math students so they’ll
push themselves through the course content. More than 70 percent of incoming
Pathways students report doubts about their ability to learn math, but this number
drops significantly after students participate in the courses’ three-week “starting
strong package,” a compilation of activities and discussions adapted from research
and expert practitioners’ knowledge. While only a handful of the activities in the
package are designed specifically to address students’ mindsets, early data
indicate they may be among the most effective.

At Santa Monica College, for example, Yeager and his Stanford-based
collaborators, Dave Paunesku and Carissa Romero, found that having students
read and write a response to an article on how the adult brain can grow through
effort and practice improved their persistence and overall performance. The article,
adapted from Carol Dweck’s research, was designed to introduce students to the
growth-mindset concept. “Scientists have found that learning to juggle is a lot like



getting better at math,” the article explains. “When people learn and practice new
ways of doing algebra or statistics, it can grow their brains—even if they haven’t
done well in math in the past.” In a randomized experiment done collaboratively
with Carnegie researchers and Roberta Brown, then a Pathways instructor at Santa
Monica, half of a group of students read the article about growth and half read a
control article that only explained the parts and functions of the brain. Three
months later, students’ records were collected from the registrar. Students who
read the growth article were twice as likely as those in the control group to
complete the course. What’s more, those who participated in the activity saw an
increase in their GPA—about 0.26 points, on average.

Reading Reflection

1.) In one sentence, explain the difference between the Japanese and U.S. first
graders’ approach to the math problem they were given.

2.) Which approach best reflects your mindset: the “effort model” or the “ability
model.” Explain.

3.) What other thoughts, emotions, and/or attitudes help your learning? How?

4.) What other thoughts, emotions, and/or attitudes hurt your learning? How?

5.) Did this excerpt influence your thoughts about learning, in general, and
learning math, in particular? Explain.


